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What Stephan Mueller can offer you

As an executive, Stephan Mueller is responsible for the PIM/MDM expert team, and 
plans, designs, and manages large international projects in the fields of multichannel, 
e-commerce, PIM, and MDM. The foundations, design goals, and end results of his 
work focus on the customer's information supply chain; he effectively, successfully, 
and comprehensively supports his clients with initial and further development, 
starting from the source of the data, to the customer, and back again. 

For his work he takes advantage of 20 years of experience in many aspects of 
multichannel business. He brings just as much dedication and expertise to his work 
as a consultant and advisor for multichannel digitalization in the early stages of digital 
transformation as he brings to his role as a project designer and consultant for the 
rollout of new technologies by his customers.


More about Stephan Mueller (smu) at http://smu.foryouandyourcustomers.com


Where his expertise comes from

Stephan Mueller's studies in Operations and Production Sciences (now Management, 
Technology, and Economics) at ETH Zurich led him into a career as a strategic 
consultant with Bain & Company. Following that, from 2000 to 2010 he served as 
COO and CEO at Unic AG, with a focus on online product communication, e-
commerce, and PIM. Then he became one of the founding members of 
foryouandyourcustomers. 

Among the wide-ranging services that he offers, he provides detailed support for the 
digitalization of communication, online sales interactions, and modern multichannel 
processes. His consulting expertise has been developed through many years of 
experience with communication technologies in the fields of CMS, MAM, PIM, MDM, 
and the development of e-commerce solutions. 

He successfully and reliably develops specifications for well thought out, sustainable 
multichannel master data management systems with the help of the experts at 
foryouandyourcustomers, the technologies of Stibo STEP and SAP Hybris, and in so 
doing promotes the digital transformation within organizations. 
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He helps customers to 
grow and further develop 

their information supply 
chain, from the source of 

the data, to the customer, 
and back. 

As an executive, Stephan 
Mueller is responsible for 
the European PIM/MDM 

expert team and manages 
international projects 
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